
Hot Topics In Public Company Corporate Governance 

1. Gender appears to be top focus lately of public boards in considering diversity of board 

nominees. Board gender diversity is becoming ingrained in many companies’ nominating 

procedures. Boards that have not incorporated gender diversity into their nominating procedures 

should do so. A board with gender diversity, and diversity in general, can more easily identify and 

avoid blind spots. 

2. Gender diversity quota laws will have an impact. Although it will likely be delayed by litigation, 

boards of companies headquartered or incorporated in California need to be aware of the 

requirements of the California board quota and the potential ramifications of non-compliance. 

3. ESG Ratings are becoming standardized. Proxy advisory firms are standardizing ratings systems 

for Environmental, Social and Governance issues. For instance, ISS’s E&S QualityScore analyzes 

380 factors – at least 240 of which apply to each company – across various industries and delivers 

a score. Boards should be aware that their company’s score may have a large impact on investors’ 

perceptions.  

4. Boards should prepare for activist shareholders. Fewer than 25% of companies have a 

preparedness plan (other than a poison pill on or off the shelf) for dealing with activist 

shareholders. Boards should also be aware that the type of activist is changing towards the 

institutional activist. 

5. Boards should maintain constant lines of communication with investors. Boards shouldn’t wait 

for a crisis to begin discussing corporate governance issues with investors. They should maintain 

a channel of discourse to stay on top of corporate governance trends. 

6. Shareholder proposals may be better than the alternative. Raising vote thresholds for repeat 

shareholder proposals would reduce the number of proposals and save costs, but proposals may 

actually be helpful for boards and are likely better than the alternative – vote no campaigns. 

7. Pay attention to the SEC’s November Proxy Roundtable. Among the topics discussed will be 

reliance on proxy advisory firms and the proxy voting process. Directors should keep a close eye 

on the outcome. 


